Recently, several groups of authors have analyzed Fermi LAT data in a region around the Galactic Center finding an unaccounted gamma-ray excess over diffuse backgrounds in the GeV energy range. Here we test the possibility that this excess is produced by a population of yet unresolved millisecond pulsars (MSPs) located in the bulge of the Milky Way. We rely on the MSP characteristics reported by the 2PC catalogue, use the package GALPLOT to simulate this population, and compare our results to what has been detected and flagged as "gamma ray excess". We find that the conclusions strongly depend on the details of the MSP luminosity function (in particular, its high luminosity end) as well as on the possible secondary emission of the MSP population. to the excess cannot be excluded. We also compute the number of MSP expected to be detected with a relatively minor improvement over the current Fermi LAT point source sensitivity, with promising perspectives for future instruments or possibly already for the performances expected for the latest LAT data analysis (Pass 8).
Abstract
Recently, several groups of authors have analyzed Fermi LAT data in a region around the Galactic Center finding an unaccounted gamma-ray excess over diffuse backgrounds in the GeV energy range. Here we test the possibility that this excess is produced by a population of yet unresolved millisecond pulsars (MSPs) located in the bulge of the Milky Way. We rely on the MSP characteristics reported by the 2PC catalogue, use the package GALPLOT to simulate this population, and compare our results to what has been detected and flagged as "gamma ray excess". We find that the conclusions strongly depend on the details of the MSP luminosity function (in particular, its high luminosity end) as well as on the possible secondary emission of the MSP population. Within current uncertainties, a large if not dominant contribution to the excess cannot be excluded. We also compute the number of MSP expected to be detected with a relatively minor improvement over the current Fermi LAT point source sensitivity, with promising perspectives for future instruments or possibly already for the performances expected for the latest LAT data analysis (Pass 8).
Introduction
The Galactic center (GC) has been and still is in the focus of astro-particle research for its specific complexity: not only does it contains the closest supermassive black hole, but it is expected to harbor sufficient quantities of dark matter (DM) particles that, at least in WIMP models, might produce significant annihilation emission. Unfortunately, the GC is also plagued by the difficulty of modeling its environment, that hosts a variety of non-thermal astrophysical sources.
Not unexpectedly, many research groups have analyzed Fermi LAT data in the GC region motivated by the prospect of detecting DM signatures. Excitingly, several groups [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] claimed a detection of a GeV gamma ray excess, above a model of the expected astrophysical emission. Analyses performed within Fermi LAT collaboration had longstanding hints of this excess (see e.g. [10] ), consistent with preliminary results of the 5 year data analysis presented recently 1 . The majority of these works share the essential properties of this residual emission (referred to as Galactic Center Excess (GCE) in what follows): i) its quasi-spherical shape, with spatial extension declining as ∼ r −2.4 up to about 10
• away from the GC; ii) its power law spectral shape with an exponential cut-off E −Γ exp[−E/E cut ], whose parameters are in the range Γ = 1.6 ± 0.2 and E cut ∼ 4.0 ± 1.5 GeV, [8] , iii) its total flux of roughly 10 −7 ph cm −2 s −1 in the 7
• × 7
• region centered on the Galactic center [8] . The spectral shape as well as the morphology of the GCE could be fit by the annihilation of a WIMP of ∼ 30 GeV mass into bb particles, as suggested by several groups [3-5, 7, 9, 11] .
As alluring as the idea of discovering a DM signal might be, we must point out to a few caveats: the publicly available Fermi diffuse model 2 , used in a majority of the studies suggesting a DM interpretation of the GCE, is in fact fitted to data for the main purpose of studying point sources and is thus not optimal for an extended source. Only recently there have been efforts to start addressing the systematic uncertainties in the derivation of the residual emission, showing the high model dependence of the signal especially below 1 GeV [1, 8] . In particular, the recent investigation [9] suggests quantitative differences with the above results once a more extended set of background models is allowed for, as it was noticed that the spectra of the GCE might extend to higher energies and that a broken power-law of break energy E break = 2.1 ± 0.2 GeV can fit the excess.
More importantly, one should carefully investigate alternative astrophysical explanations for the gamma ray GCE. Millisecond pulsars (MSP) , that are the focus of the present study, have been considered as promising candidates in [7, 12, 13] , alongside recently proposed secondary emission from CR protons [14] or electrons [15] injected in a vicinity of the GC, about a Myr ago. The appeal of MSPs is due to a number of reasons: First, typical MSP spectra have both the power law index and the energy cut-off intriguingly similar to those of the GCE. Second, a dense GC environment is known to have hosted several star burst episodes in the past [16] and could therefore naturally account for a large number of binary systems needed for MSP formation. In addition, their long ages (of the order of Gyr) could naturally cause MSPs to migrate to kpc-scale distances from the GC region and generate an extended signal [7] . Finally, it was noticed in [7] that the decrease ∼ r −2.4 in the GCE signal matches the one shown by X-ray binaries (which are thought to be progenitors of MSPs) in M31 Galaxy [17] .
The MSP explanation for the origin of the GCE has been closely investigated in a series of papers [12, [18] [19] [20] . Based on the observed properties of this source class, the authors of these articles have addressed two main issues: i) how well their spectral properties match the observed spectra of the GCE and ii) whether the luminosity function of MSPs permits a sufficient number of unresolved MSPs to explain the diffuse GCE while not over-predicting the number of the observed number of MSPs from given regions. At least concerning the second problem, the conclusions reached in [18] [19] [20] and [12] are quite different and we revisit this issue here, hence focusing on the luminosity function rather than on spectral fits.
In this work we adopt a phenomenological approach to describe a population of MSPs hosted in the inner region of our Galaxy, i.e. extending to < ∼ 2 kpc around the GC. Guided by the observed gamma ray properties of the MSPs in globular clusters and our local neighborhood (as presented in the 2nd Pulsar Catalogue (2PC) [21] , and updated in [20] ), we explore the parameter space of the MSP spatial distribution and luminosity function for which an unresolved population of MSPs can be responsible for the GCE. Based on this, we also make a prediction for the next generation gamma ray observatories which, due to their better point spread function-and therefore point source sensitivityshould be able to test an unresolved point sources origin of the GCE. Exploring this idea further, we also study (to the best of our knowledge, for the first time in this context) the possible role played by secondary emission associated to MSPs via inverse Compton of energetic e ± onto interstellar light. While the level of this contribution is somewhat uncertain, it may give interesting signatures for diagnostics.
This article is structured as follows: In Sec. 2 we outline the formalism behind our MSP population simulation-performed with the GALPLOT program package 3 -and the properties needed for attaining a consistent explanation of the GCE detected by Fermi LAT. Our results are presented and discussed in Sec. 3. Section 4 discusses inverse Compton signals coming from electrons injected by the same population of the MSPs. Section 5 is devoted to our conclusions, as well as perspectives for the future.
Formalism
MSPs are usually referred to as recycled pulsars due to their evolution from ordinary to millisecond ones in binary systems, in which MSPs are spun up by accreting the material from their companion. The GC is expected to harbor a vast number of MSPs because of the large numbers of binaries populating this region (for more info about their emission mechanisms and possible sub-populations see e.g. [22] ). Fermi LAT has been exceptionally good in studying this new class of gamma ray pulsars: 40 were observed in two year data [21] , while the recent work [20] reports 61 MSPs within the 5.6 year dataset, and the discovery of 4 new MSPs with Pass 8 has been reported at the Fermi Symposium 4 . Due to their low luminosity, MSPs have only been observed either in our 'Galactic neighborhood' (a majority of objects lies within ∼ 3 kpc from the Sun with the farthest one 6 kpc away) or in globular clusters, which are known to harbor high densities of MSPs. In globular clusters, only two pulsars have been individually resolved (PSR J1823-3021A in NGC 6624 and PSR J1824-2452A in M28), due to a comparatively large angular resolution of the LAT. The spectra of globular clusters are thus interpreted as the total emission of a large population of unresolved MSPs hosted in these sites. Due to the significant numbers of MSPs observed either individually or in a global way in globular clusters, it has recently become possible to deduce their average population properties, in particular their average spectrum and their luminosity function, see for instance [18, 23, 24] . In short, the measured properties of MSPs tell us the following:
• Maximal and minimal luminosity: The recent comprehensive work [20] used the positions of 61 pulsars observed in gamma rays in multi-wavelength campaigns (and summarized on Fermi LAT public pages 5 ) to derive their spectral fluxes, analyzing 5.6 yrs of the LAT data. Then, the authors of [20] calculated the intrinsic luminosities of these pulsars based on their distances reported in the ATNF catalog, and used these numbers to infer the intrinsic luminosity range and luminosity function of MSPs. It is important to notice that L >100MeV =1×10
35 erg s −1 at 8 kpc corresponds to a flux Φ >100MeV = 1.3×10 −11 erg cm −2 s −1 (or equivalently, Φ >1GeV 2×10 −9 ph cm −2 s −1 ), barely above the point source sensitivity threshold for sources with pulsar like spectrum of the Fermi LAT at ≤ 10
• latitudes [21] . One can thus anticipate-and we shall confirm that in our numerical study reported below-that the analysis is crucially dependent on the shape of the luminosity function close to the luminosity cut-off, as well as to the value of the cut-off itself.
For that reason we pay a special care to the choice of L max in this work. The most luminous pulsar in the catalogue used by [20] is J0218+4232, which thus sets L max . In the ATNF catalog this object was estimated to be at a distance of 5.6 kpc, implying that its intrinsic luminosity is 2 × 10 35 erg s −1 . In [25] this distance estimate was challenged and it was argued that when distance estimates are properly corrected, a gamma-ray luminosity of 5.4 × 10 34 erg s −1 is obtained, in line with values obtained for other MSPs. Also, the second most luminous pulsar listed in [20] has a distance reported in the 2PC catalog which is a factor of 1.6 smaller than the one reported in ATNF. Its luminosity could be thus be a factor of 2.5 times lower than the reference 1.1 ×10 35 erg s −1 . Note that even in the study in [26] based on radio properties of MSPs there is no MSP with a luminosity higher than L max >100 MeV = 10 35 erg s −1 (see their Fig. 6 , where the highest luminosity pulsar has mean luminosity of ∼ 5 × 10 34 erg s −1 ). Similar conclusions can be drawn from [27] (see in particular their Fig. 3 ), where a number of models is used to deduce the beaming factor and thus L γ from the observed data: in all cases, L max >100 MeV is found to lie below 10 35 erg s −1 . Note also that while a nominal error on pulsar distances is ∼ 30%, distance uncertainty estimates based on dispersion measurements suggest that for about 75% of the directions in the sky the accuracy is no better than a factor of 1.5 to 2 [28, 29] .
This illustrates the fact that the L max parameter, which is critical for observational prospects of MSPs in the GC region, bares substantial uncertainty. To illustrate its impact, we will chose three representative values of L max >1 GeV , shown in Table 1 .
• Index of the luminosity function: The index α L is defined through the equation
From pulsar theory and observations we know the approximate correlation L γ ∝Ė δ , whereĖ is the spin-down power. This implies the relation dN/dL ≈ L −α L for the gamma-ray luminosity function, with α L = (2δ + 1) /2δ for constant birth rate and given magnetic field [30] . For illustration, it is useful to remind that the slot-gap emission model [31] (in which the high energy emission is produced in regions that start close to the neutron star magnetic poles and extend almost as far as the light cylinder) predicts δ = 1/4, implying α L ∼ 3. The polar-cap model [32] (emission from regions close to the neutron star magnetic poles) predicts δ = 1/2, and therefore α L ∼ 2, and the outer-gap models [33] , in which emission originates from the region where magnetospheric charge depletion occurs, typically predicts δ = 0.4−1, implying α L ∼ 2.3 − 1.5. If one keeps in mind that models might be oversimplified and that this is the luminosity function for the total MSP luminosity (hence there might be a bias when translating into gamma-ray luminosity), it is worth relying as much as possible on what data suggest. The measured L γ −Ė correlation for MSPs indicates δ ∼ (0.5 − 1) [21, 22, 34] . The recent [27] argues that a value δ ∼ 1 is favored for MSP data and is also compatible with expectations for such old objects. In the simple picture above, this would imply α L ∼ 1.5.
In principle, one can also use the Fermi LAT to derive the luminosity function, provided that a complete sample exists for some range of luminosities. In [20] , the authors derived the luminosity function in two independent ways: i) starting from the luminosity function of the observed nearby MSPs and correcting for the 'completeness' factor due to the Fermi LAT point source sensitivity; and ii) focusing on the gamma ray emission from 11 globular clusters, originating in the MSPs and using a correlation with X-ray luminosity of MSPs in those globular clusters. In the range of luminosities in which the pulsar numbers are large enough to be statistically significant and the sample of field MSPs is almost complete (roughly 10 33 − 10 34 erg s −1 ) the authors of [20] find that the function L dN/dL is approximately flat, suggesting α L 1. Since near the cut-off the statistics of MSPs is still quite scarce, and since the complete MSP sample spans a narrow range of luminosities, we will explore the consequences of assuming the three values α L = 1, 1.5, 2, which seem relatively close (in particularly the two former ones) to what is needed to account for observations. We stress that for the problem of interest here, a description of the MSPs luminosity function over the whole domain of L γ is actually unnecessary to a large extent: our results depend mostly on the luminosity function in the last decade below the high luminosity cut-off, as we shall argue when commenting Table 4 . Therefore we believe that a single power-law modeling of the luminosity function and the relative freedom we leave to the spectral index are well justified. At the moment we do not consider the possibility of a break in the luminosity function, in order to minimize the number of free parameters, but it is worth keeping in mind that the very parameterization
3.78 Table 1 . Values of benchmark parameters: α L is the index of the luminosity function defined in
is the maximal (minimal) luminosity of the MSP population; α R and β R describe the spatial distribution of MSPs, as in Eq. (2.3); Γ and E cut describe the gamma-ray spectra, see Eq. (2.2).
used might be an oversimplification of the phenomena of interest, and such a break may be in fact needed especially for the steeper choice α L ∼ 2. On the other hand, constraints on the MSP capability of explaining the GCE based on fitting MSP population statistics at lower luminosities and extrapolating it to the region of interest should be taken with a grain of salt.
• Spectra: The MSP spectrum is very similar to the claimed the GCE spectrum -it can be parameterized as a simple power law with an exponential cut-off:
with best fit parameters found in [8] to be E 0 = 1.2 GeV, E cut = 4(±1.5) GeV and Γ = 1.6 ± 0.2. The more recent analysis [9] found that the best fit parameters of the above function are Γ = 0.945 For simplicity, we stick here to the best fit parameters from [20] , given the reasonable agreement among predicted MSP spectra and those derived from the residuals, and focus instead on the more pressing issue of the MSP detectability. Again, it is worth keeping in mind that allowing for some variation of these spectral parameters may loosen up the conclusions, and add further uncertainties.
Starting from the parameters outlined above, we simulated a population of MSPs in the bulge of our Galaxy. The main questions we aim to address are: i) for which set of MSP parameters the GCE can be explained by a population of unresolved MSPs, ii) in those cases, how many MSPs should have been observed by Fermi LAT and iii) how many pulsars will be observed with an instrument with point source sensitivity a factor a few times better than the Fermi LAT (or even with the upcoming Pass 8 Fermi LAT data which will have an improved angular resolution [35] ). Simulations of MSPs have been performed with the GALPROP plotting package GALPLOT, which also includes a source population synthesis part.
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0.8 10 In order to choose a region of interest, we compare the measured cumulative flux of the residuals in various ROIs presented in literature with the Fermi LAT point source sensitivity in each, see Table 2 . We approximate the Fermi LAT sensitivity with a constant value within each ROI, however we will choose ROIs small enough such that this approximation holds. The authors of [9] determined the extension of the GCE concluding that it reaches at least up to 1 kpc (with 2σ confidence). This is consistent with the results reported in [2] , which shows that a residual emission is present in 1
• ring templates out to ∼ 12
• , beyond which it becomes difficult to discern it due to increasing statistical error. In light of these results, we focus here on the regions below 10
• . From the Table 2 it is clear that both the total fluxes in the three ROIs and the Fermi LAT point source sensitivity are comparable, and we chose the second row ROI, (dubbed ROI I+II in [9] ) to present our results. Note that in the past (see for instance [18] ), constraints have also been derived by focusing on the relatively high latitude region |b| > 10
• , where the Fermi LAT threshold is lower. The recent study [9] suggests however that at such high distances the excess might be consistent with zero at 95% C.L. within systematics, hence the need for a sizable MSP population and the corresponding constraints are less robust.
Technically, the input parameters in the GALPLOT code are:
• spatial distribution: GALPLOT is pre-equipped with a spatial distribution function for MSPs, but we choose to introduce some changes in order to reproduce the spatial characteristics of the GCE, i.e. the steeply falling function of the distance r from the GC ∼ r −2.4 . In terms of cylindrical coordinates (z and R) used in GALPLOT, the source density is given as:
• luminosity function: we set L min , L max and the index of the luminosity function α L to the values defined above and summarized in Table 1 . We then vary each one of them to show its impact on the results. For every set of parameters we renormalize the total number of MSP in the bulge so that our unresolved MSP population matches the flux of the GCE in our region of interest, see Table 2 .
• energy spectrum: since this is probably the least controversial point, in this work we did not care to match the exact details of the energy spectrum; hence we simply use the best fit parameters specified in Eq. (2.2). 
Results
In each panel of Fig. 1 we show three luminosity functions corresponding to the three choices of L max reported in Table 1 , normalized in such a way that their overall flux above L min >1 GeV matches the central value for the GCE. The key numerical results corresponding to this plot are also reported in Tab. 3. In these figures, we zoom on the high luminosity end of the function which is the most relevant for our discussion. In fact, when setting L min >1 GeV to the value reported in Tab. 1 (motivated by observation of near-by faint objects), sources with fluxes > ∼ 10 −10 ph cm −2 s −1 (corresponding roughly to L >0.1GeV = 5 × 10 33 erg s −1 ), contribute to the majority of the signal, as reported in Table 4 . Being the lowest allowed normalization up to a factor two smaller than the central value (see Table 2 ), this means that the behavior below this threshold is barely relevant for the problem at hand. From top to bottom, we vary the luminosity function index α L = 1, 1.5 and 2, respectively. The rightmost (solid) vertical lines in each panel report the Fermi LAT threshold sensitivity in the shown ROI, as given in the two year Fermi LAT pulsar catalog (see section 8.2 in [21] ). The middle (dashed) and leftmost (dotted) vertical lines present twice and four times improved sensitivity, respectively. Indicatively, the sensitivity marked by a dashed line might be already achieved with the forthcoming Fermi LAT (Pass 8) event selection, while further significant improvements in this region of the sky as marked by the dotted line should probably wait for the next generation gamma-ray space experiments [36, 37] .
It is important to note that at fluxes above Fermi LAT threshold one is probing the end-point of the luminosity function, where a 50% change in L max can easily translate into an order of magnitude change in the expected number of detected sources. Even assuming zero MSPs detected by Fermi LAT, we remind the reader that even an expected number of events as large as 3 would still be compatible at 95% with a lack of observations. Note that at the moment it is unclear if/how many MSPs from this region of the sky have been detected, yet. This is a tricky problem since the definitions of a source detection and its identification as belonging to a particular class of objects, may differ. In the case of the 2PC catalog used for this study, additional requirements are clearly demanded to enter the catalog, such as detection of a pulsation from the source. The numbers obtained in our table are in this respect optimistic, representing a number of spectrally identified 'pulsar like' candidate sources Fermi LAT could observe in the ROI. To illustrate this point, it is worth mentioning that about 60 spectrally tagged "pulsar-like" candidates were found within 2.5
• of the Galactic plane and about 30 at intermediate latitudes, 2.5
• already in 1FGL [38] . Intriguingly, preliminary results from the 3FGL catalog analysis 6 show several tens of unassociated sources within 10
• from the GC with spectral properties consistent with being MSPs. Actual comparisons with experiment would require computing the number of MSP-like events expected to be seen in a given ROI, based on the different luminosity functions considered above, for a given set of selection cuts, sensitivity threshold, etc. applied to the instrument, which is probably only possible to be done properly within the collaboration. Nonetheless, we believe that our results are already very interesting: we see from the Table 3 that for a low value of L max , MSPs can attain the level of the observed residuals while remaining still compatible with zero MSP sources from the bulge, independently of the value of α L used. For sufficiently large α L , even values of L max a bit larger can be tolerated without the lack of observations generating troubles.
Actually, even within the simplified model above, it may be even easier to accommodate the two apparently conflicting observations since:
• Source confusion may play a role in degrading sensitivity: the point source sensitivity is usually estimated for an isolated source against a diffuse background and known point-sources . Since the diffuse background is higher along the Galactic Plane and in particular in the inner Galaxy, it is not surprising that a lower sensitivity is found in that region, see for instance [21, 24] . But the inner Galaxy region is expected to be overcrowded, with a concrete possibility that several sources might be spatially overlapping (we remind that at ∼ 1 GeV energy, where MSP emission peaks, the angular resolution is of the order of a degree). The effective point source sensitivity for densely packed sources with MSPs-like spectra might be thus lower than what we assumed. In practice, the border between detection and non-detection of a point-source may depend crucially on the fewer energetic photons populating the exponentially suppressed cutoff of the MSP spectrum, which can be reconstructed with sufficient angular accuracy. This is critical since small changes in the LAT point source sensitivity lead to a strongly varying number for the predictions.
• An additional handle is provided by the GCE flux that needs to be accounted for in the first place. Current uncertainties reported in Table 2 could lower the need of a source for the GCE by a factor two with respect to the fiducial value. This implies that a number of resolved sources roughly a factor of two lower than what reported in Tab. 3 might still be consistent with explaining the totality of the observed GCE, within the uncertainties.
Nonetheless, it is clear that our conclusions crucially depend on the choice for L max and (to lesser extent) for α L . Too large values α L ∼ 2, for instance, might lead to overshoot the number of sources at lower luminosities, if this luminosity function was extrapolated down over few orders of magnitudes. But this does not appear to be a problem, since viable solutions also exist with α L ∼ 1 ÷ 1.5, or may also tolerate α L ∼ 2 with a break to a smaller index at low luminosities, for instance. Concerning the other parameter, how realistic our assumptions on L max are? While the actual value of L max is unknown, we believe that our choice is at the very least consistent with present knowledge and should be considered as a proof of principle that working solutions do exist. As mentioned above, in [20] and based on the MSP distances from the ATNF catalogue, two MSPs appeared to have luminosities higher than 10 35 erg s −1 , or, equivalently 1. [20] , we obtain results comparable to theirs, namely up to several tens of observed pulsars in Fermi LAT, and thus a MSP solution to the GCE would be disfavored.
Another encouraging conclusion of our study is that, while for our benchmark value of L max MSPs can both be consistent with Fermi LAT (paucity or) lack of detections of bulge MSPs and account for the GC excess with their unresolved component, a two to four times better point source sensitivity should be sufficient to start resolving a significant number of MSPs in the bulge (see Table 3 ) and therefore support or disprove the baseline hypothesis.
On the other hand, there are other logical possibilities to loosen the constraints: we already mentioned the possibility that the luminosity function has a break, or to account for a variations in the spectrum. Another possibility is that different populations of MSPs might exist [39, 40] . Although the properties of MSPs deduced from the local neighborhood and globular clusters are roughly compatible, one can certainly wonder if some features of the MSP populations are set by the environmental conditions and/or MSP formation history, causing a scatter among best fit parameters in different regions. A more extended discussion of this possibility can be found in [13] . In [20] it was observed that the average spectrum of MSPs in the MW disk differs from the spectra of the MSPs in globular clusters, provided that there are not other unresolved source populations contributing to the globular clusters emission, of course. In addition, although the MW and the globular cluster population luminosity functions appear similar at medium and low luminosities, the shape close to the high luminosity end cannot be probed in globular clusters (due to their larger distance), so no comparison of L max can be made between these two regions. From the theoretical point of view, there might be reasons for a difference between bulge and disk populations: it is well known that the stellar population in globular clusters is older than the average stellar population in the GC, or that the environmental gas density is significantly higher in the GC. For instance, it is reasonable that the expected differences in the birth rate (or mass ratios) of binary systems at the GC vs. the local neighborhood may have an impact on MSP populations, too.
As a further example, we mention the possibility that the MSP emission currently accounted for may not be the whole story, and that secondary emission might play a major role. We devote the next section to more details on this idea.
Inverse Compton emission from MSPs
It has been argued that the efficiency of gamma ray emission of MSPs, i.e. ratio of gamma ray luminosity to total spin down rate, is near 10%, as opposed to efficiencies on the order of a few percent for non-recycled, ordinary pulsars [22, 27, 39] . By analogy with ordinary pulsars, for which the wind nebula emission is measured, this suggests that there might be roughly one order of magnitude more energy emitted in a relativistic wind of e ± with respect to the gamma ray signal.
The MSP beaming factors-which parametrize the probability that the beam cuts the line-of-sight of an arbitrarily positioned observer-are often assumed to be ∼ that nearly all pulsars contribute to gamma ray signals observable at Earth. However, a study of Pierbattista et al. (2012) [41] found a large spread of the beaming factors among the different emission models and, in more general terms, between radio-loud and radio-quiet pulsars. So, it is not unlikely that a higher fraction of MSP than those visible in gamma-rays may actually contribute to releasing relativistic pairs, with overall energy carried by these particles possibly one order of magnitude larger than the one visible in prompt gammas.
Electrons with energy in the 10 GeV energy range lose most of their energy via Inverse Compton (IC) on CMB and interstellar radiation, yielding up-scattered gammaray photons, as well as synchrotron emission, which falls in the radio-band. It is tempting to compute the expected IC gamma ray signal coming from the electron population of the MSPs and compare it with the prompt emission from MSPs and the observed excess at the GC.
There is little knowledge on the actual spectra of relativistic leptons released by MSPs in the interstellar medium. Hence we decide to conduct a phenomenological study, injecting an electron/positron population with power law with exponential cut-off spectra, i.e.
Concerning the index and the cut-off energy, we test several different choices, reported in Table 5 .
As for the relative normalization of the photon and total electron fluxes, we fix K in Eq. (4.1) by requiring an equal total energy stored in the two species, i.e.
For the spatial distribution of MSPs we follow the same prescription we used in the previous sections, Eq. (2.3), with parameters from Table 1 . We also tested the situation in which all the injected pairs are injected with a Gaussian distribution relatively near the GC within 100 pc, and in a broader region of 1 and 3 kpc distance. Here we assume "standard" values for cosmic ray propagation parameters: diffusion coefficient at 4 GV of 10 29 cm 2 s −1 , diffusion index of 0.33, reacceleration speed of 30 kms −1 , halo height of 10 kpc and no convection (for the definition of parameters and values consistent with cosmic ray and gamma ray measurements see e.g. [42] ). For the magnetic field (responsible for the energy loss via synchrotron, not visible in the gamma band) we make a standard choice of 5 µG, but we checked that even adopting B = 20µG would only alter lower the results by a factor ∼ 2. Also, we checked that with the possible exception of the inner degree region bremsstrahlung emission is subdominant, essentially for the same reasons reported in [15] .
The computation of the spectra and morphology of the signal was eventually made via the GALPROP 7 code, whose DM routine we modified to inject prompt photons, as well as electrons and positrons, with the MSP like spectra of Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (4.1), respectively.
In the top panel of Fig. 2 we show our results for the morphology of the secondary emission at the energy E = 1 GeV, with arbitrary normalization, while in the bottom panel we show energy spectra averaged in the region |b, l| ≤ 20
• and |b| ≥ 2 • , with the relative normalization given by Eq. (4.2). In both cases, we report the prompt emission normalized to fluxes found in [9] , for comparison.
Qualitatively, the top panel shows that the profile of the GCE can be mimicked quite closely at intermediate and high latitudes by a lepton injection concentrated in the inner Galaxy. Actually, we checked that choosing an injection region smaller than 100 pc (or a bit larger) would not change the morphology, which is dominated by diffusion-losses. It is remarkable that the morphology of the signal between ∼ 3
• and ∼ 12
• is naturally expected for a signal whose origin is an IC process from electrons injected near the GC, a property noted in [15] . The red/dot-dashed curve and orange/dashed curves show that by enlarging the injection region the morphology flattens out. Even if we take an injection going as r −2.4 , as suggested by a prompt component fit, the secondary emission results flatter, which suggests that the ratio of secondary/primary emission should be a growing function of the distance. In all cases, the IC emission does not appear to be cuspy enough to match the morphology of the GCE in the inner few degrees. We warn however the reader that this conclusion is not necessarily robust with respect to variations in the model parameters: for instance, different propagation parameters in the inner region of the Galaxy might at least partially account for the difference, see also the discussion and results in [15] . The bottom panel of Fig. 2 illustrates another couple of interesting points:
• Following the "conservative" normalization given by Eq. (4.2), it is very reasonable to expect a secondary contribution at the 10%-20% level of the prompt emission, unless the cutoff is so low that a very small fraction of photons is up-scattered in the relevant energy range. Keeping in mind that there is in principle one order of magnitude larger energy reservoir in MSPs, based on energetics arguments alone one cannot exclude that secondary emission contributes to a significant fraction of the total GCE.
• If the maximal energy of the electrons is comparable to the maximal energy of prompt gamma rays, not surprisingly secondary emission falls short of explaining the highenergy end of the GCE spectrum. In order to match the spectral endpoint, one needs electrons to be accelerated to several tens of GeV. On the other hand, if the electrons are accelerated to significantly higher energies, say up to hundreds of GeV, one expects the spectrum of the GCE to extend to higher energies than the few GeV typical of prompt emission of MSPs. This would thus be visible even if the lower energy emission is dominated by prompt photons. Actually, according to the analysis of [9] there is some hint for such an extended dynamical range.
Note that clarifying this feature would be extremely important for diagnostics: in DM models, the maximal energy of secondary photons is basically always below the one of prompt photons. For pulsars, this needs not to be the case: For ordinary pulsars surrounded by pulsar wind nebulae, one can in fact infer the presence of hundreds GeV to TeV electrons at the termination shock from radio and X rays, attributed to extra acceleration well beyond the light cylinder [43] . An indirect hint that such high energies are reached in pulsar complexes is linked to the "positron excess" extending to hundreds of GeV measured by PAMELA, Fermi LAT and AMS, for which these objects constitute the most likely explanation (see for instance the review [44] .) 8 . Unfortunately, it is unclear if the environments associated to MSPs provide an extra acceleration mechanism for electrons. Since MSPs are not surrounded by nebulae, one could naively assume that the pair spectra emerging from the MSPs are good representations of the intrinsic source spectra. But, just to name a possible counter-argument, it is known that the majority of MSPs are in binary systems: a sub-sample of these can further accelerate the pairs at strong inter-binary shocks. This is why we left E max as a free parameter in the preliminary parametric study above.
In summary, the energy stored in secondary emission from MSP is likely important at least at the 10% level of the GCE, and could conceivably account for a larger fraction of the signal 9 . Our calculation also suggests that it has roughly the right angular profile at intermediate and large scales, while in the inner degrees it is harder to predict firmly. Reproducing the spectrum requires additionally some extra assumption on the maximal acceleration of electrons in these objects, which is poorly known. If secondary emission is to provide a dominant fraction of the GCE signal, it is not so obvious to what extent the quasi-universality of the GCE spectrum as a function of Galactic coordinates can be reproduced without fine-tuning of the parameters. It is more natural to expect variations in the spectra at the few tens of percent, especially at low energies, see [15] . On the other hand, if the secondary contribution is sub-leading, an intriguing signature of the MSP model may be the emergence of an extended spectral component at tens of GeV, provided that electron acceleration up to hundreds of GeV takes place in these objects.
Inverse Compton signals would naturally have counterparts at radio wavelengths. Studies of radio emission counterpart of the GCE within dark matter frameworks have been done in [47, 48] . They showed high potential to constrain the electron population, but also emphasized high uncertainty in the prediction of the radio signal related to our ignorance on the DM profile or electron propagation parameters in the Galactic environment at the sub parsec scales. Nonetheless, the future SKA telescope array 10 should have sub-mJy sensitivity and arcsec resolution below 1 GHz, and can be expected to discover both diffuse counterparts of the IC emission and more MSPs as point sources.
Conclusions
We have revisited the question of the contribution of an unresolved population of millisecond pulsars (MSPs) to the gamma-ray excess from the Galactic Center (GCE). In the recent past, the issue has been raised of the extent to which the signal can be explained by MSPs, while at the same time respecting the bound imposed by the non-detection of resolved sources by Fermi LAT [12, [18] [19] [20] .
In this article, we have performed an analysis which makes a minimum of theoretical assumptions, relying as much as possible on empirical knowledge of the MSP spectra and Table 5 , averaged over |b, l| ≤ 20 • and |b| ≥ 2 • . The normalization of prompt emission is chosen to match fluxes found in [9] , while relative normalization of the IC emission is set by Eq. (4.2).
luminosity. Our findings are consistent with results of the most recent work [19] when a hard index and a high cutoff value for the luminosity function are assumed. But we showed that the answer is in fact strongly dependent on the modeling of the end-point of the MSP luminosity function and on the robustness of the Fermi LAT resolution threshold in presence of high-levels of diffuse backgrounds as well as high density of unresolved sources. We found that within current uncertainties, it is still possible for unresolved MSP to account for most of the GCE without violating any constraints. The good news is that, unless the GC population of MSP is significantly different from the others we know, future gamma ray observatories should be able to resolve some MSPs. Actually, the performances expected by the forthcoming Fermi LAT data analysis (Pass 8) might be sufficient to that purpose: The expected improvement of the point source sensitivity of Pass 8 with respect to currently used Pass 7 is a factor of 1.4 at 1 GeV 11 . In addition, Pass 8 data will come with four event classes (0 to 3), with an increasingly better PSF, but subsequently smaller statistics due to more severe event cuts needed to reach this improvement. As statistics is another critical factor in detection of faint sources, it is still hard to quantify the effective improvement, but it is nonetheless obvious that we should expect a surge in the number of detected sources in the near future, as already hinted by preliminary analyses which uses 4 years of Pass 7 Reprocessed data 12 . In case of inconclusive answers, however, one may need to wait for future instruments. In particular, the newly proposed high resolution gammaray telescope PANGU [36] -a joint mission of ESA (European Space Agency) and CSA (Chinese Space Agency)-should have an unprecedented point spread function thanks to an innovative micro-strip detector of silicon layers, as well as a spectrometer that specifically targets the sub-GeV region (focusing on the > ∼ 10 MeV to < ∼ 1 GeV). It is expected that PANGU will have > ∼ 5 times better PSF then Fermi LAT, thus separating point sources from the diffuse background with high precision.
An additional opportunity may be provided by the confirmed new satellite mission "Gamma Astronomical Multifunctional Modular Apparatus" -GAMMA-400 telescope [37] , scheduled to fly in 2018/19. In the baseline configuration, GAMMA-400 will be optimized for the energy of 100 GeV with angular resolution 0.01
• and energy resolution ∼ 1%, both an order of magnitude better than the Fermi LAT. At E ∼1 GeV its performance will be comparable to the Fermi LAT and thus not necessarily resolutive. However, among the currently proposed configurations, there is also a possibility for an upgraded Si tracker, which would improve angular resolution by a factor of few at 1 GeV and therefore directly address the possible point sources origin of the GCE on a relatively short timescale 13 . All in all, we believe that it is too early to discard conventional astrophysical sources as explanations of the GCE at GeV energy. We showed that within current uncertaintiesnotably concerning their luminosity function-MSPs may account even for the totality of the signal, without violating constraints from lack of resolved sources by Fermi LAT. We further argued that secondary emission (via IC of e ± ) can account for at least a fraction of the GCE, a point that deserves certainly further study in view of the additional handles it gives on the diagnostics. Also, it naturally reproduces the morphology of the GCE at intermediate and large scales, another intriguing point. Even if MSP are not responsible for the bulk of the GCE, it is expected that they contribute at some non-negligible fraction: a better understanding of their flux will allow to subtract their contribution and draw more definite conclusions on the existence and properties of any residual GCE. Luckily, for further progress in the field one does not have to wait too long, since a first re-assessment of the nature of the GCE may arrive as soon as the next Fermi LAT data analysis (Pass 8) will become available.
